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Abstract  
The importance of the use of renewable energy sources is obviously. But what the problem 

confused us, is that renewable energy unlike the fossil fuel have such high energy density 

which means the renewable generally was dispersed form. In other words, in order to obtain 

amount of the energy we need, require to exploitation a wider cover area. Therefore, scientists 

and companies are struggling to find high densely renewable energy as possible, which is 

high altitude wind energy, have very promising but not developed so much by humans. High 

altitude wind power is indicating the altitude between 3000 meters and 10000 meters. So far, 

high altitude wind power is a new renewable energy that basically not development or 

utilization yet, but which is an abundant reserves. High altitude wind power is a widely 

distributed renewable clean energy. The characterized of high-altitude wind energy is fast 

speed, wide distribution, high stability and perennial. Utilize high-altitude wind power can get 

high stability with low cost of wind power generation, which is one of the notable features for 

high-altitude wind power, but also is one of the most significant advantages for high-altitude 

wind energy compared to conventional wind energy. High altitude wind power generation 

equipment is more compact and flexible, far superior then the traditional fan, which equip 

with thick blades and the tower must be fixed in the depths of the ocean or in the ground. 

 

To development renewable power in a large scale, to face the global climate change, achieve 

the sustainable development become the inevitable for human development.  How to solve 

the energy shortage problem has become an important question, harness high altitude wind 

power was becomes the focus of multinational technology. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 History and current situation of wind power 

Since the rapid development of the world, energy power has makes a huge contribution to 

operate and support our daily life. But with the constantly situation of energy shortage, use 

the renewable energy becomes the significant option. Renewable energy includes tidal, solar, 

wind, biomass, etc. those are inexhaustible renewable energy, and especially the wind power 

has be used in a widely range, so the technology of wind power is more mature than other 

renewable energy, meanwhile the performance of the economic also has a higher level, 

therefore wind power is the kind of better ideal energy resource. Wind energy is one kind of 

the kinetic energy caused by the large amount of the air flow generated from the earth's 

surface, is an important natural resource. 

 

3000 years ago, Chinese people start to use the wind to driving the sailing, the windmill was 

be transmitted in Europe at 12th century from the Middle East, 16th century the Dutch use the 

windmill to drainage. Before the steam engine advent, wind energy was be used widely 

around the world, but after the industrial revolution, compare with the cheap electricity was 

produced by the fossil fuel, oil and natural gas, because be lack of competitiveness the wind 

energy was be gradually phased out. But with the crisis of energy shortage, wind energy 

appears in front of the world once again. Not only wind energy can reduce the demand from 

other country due to wind energy is relatively cheap and can be used anytime, but also 

because of wind energy will not bring more environment problems. Therefore, wind power 

has got a lot of support from the public in the world. The resource of wind energy in global 

are very abundant, and almost all of the region and countries have wind energy. Technically 

possible can make use of the total resource is estimated to be approximately 53000TW • h / 

year. China is located in the southeast in Asian continent, nearby the Pacific Ocean west with 

the strong monsoon. Monsoon climate is the China's basic features, such as the winter 
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monsoon can up to 6 months in the north, in the northeast can up 7 months. According to the 

National Weather Service estimates that the country's total reserves of wind resources for the 

annual is 16TWh, can be developed in recently about 1.6 TWh. Inner Mongolia, Qinghai, 

Heilongjiang and Gansu, those provinces are forefront of wind energy reserves in China, the 

annual average wind speed is large than 3m/s over 200 day per year. So far the southeast coast 

is the largest wind power resource in the world, and the economic can reach in a great benefit 

when the wind speeds large than 6m/s.  

 

Compared with other energy, wind power has a significant advantage: no pollution, 

impossible depleted, widely distributed, huge resource. Wind is same as the sun, is an 

inexhaustible renewable energy; From the economic point of view , the equipment cost of 

wind energy is one tenth of the cost of solar power equipment and wind power does not 

produce carbon dioxide or radiation problem, also does not exist the fuel pollution, is a good 

paradigm for renewable energy. China's volume contains of wind energy is considerable and 

widely distribution range [1].  

 

Wind energy is an inexhaustible renewable energy. The important advantage of wind energy 

that is itself does not contain any contaminants, is a clean resource. At the same time, when 

use wind power to produce electricity does not produce any pollutants, or cause too much 

internal energy loss. The wind power is a great potential of renewable energy, by estimated 

the total wind energy in the world is about 2.74 × 109MW, the available wind power that we 

can use is ten times larger than the utilization of the water power in the Earth. Therefore 

countries in the world all have attached importance to the wind energy which can be used to 

generate electricity. Wind energy is an important new energy and renewable energy, wind 

energy has a abundant resource，the development prospect also are very impressive [2]. 
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1.2 Current situation of High-altitude wind energy in China and 

EU 

The development and utilization of wind energy is common in developed countries, especially 

in Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Denmark and other Western European countries, while in 

China was started late. The statistic shows end of 2007, the global wind energy installed 

capacity was 94112 MW, which Germany installed capacity was 22247MW, firmly occupy 

the world leader in the field of wind power. Followed second was USA with 16818 MW. 

China's wind generation capacity was ranking fifth in the world with 6050MW. The statistic 

shows that have 20 large wind farms in the world, among have 13 in Europe. Germany, USA, 

Spain, Denmark, and the Netherlands were leading the world wind energy market, emerging 

markets in the Asia-Pacific region, were Japan and Australia [2]. 

 

Reasonable to use wind energy, not only to alleviate the crisis from energy shortage but also 

can reduce the environment pollution which is caused by use the energy. At the background of 

increasingly tense for energy, wind energy as a clean energy, now is playing an increasingly 

important role. However, due to the various characteristics of wind turbine, the layout of the 

wind farm has been restricted a lot. High-altitude wind power as a new kind of wind power 

was being widely researched in various countries, such as United States, Italy and China. 

Achieve high-altitude wind power to generate electricity, can providing a potential solution to 

solve the current energy crisis. Currently the wind power generation equipment is too close 

from the ground, which resulting the use of wind energy was restricted, also because of the 

huge size, manufacture and installation difficulties, wind engine’s speed is low, causing the 

generator cannot be fully driven directly.  The space above 1000m high, wind power density 

can reach more than 10KW/m², and above 100m high, the wind power density is about 

6KW/m² so that high-altitude wind power resource become the new favorite in the field of 

wind power technology [3].  
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1.3 High altitude wind energy 

When people walk on the streets and feel the wind blowing in the face, which those wind 

cannot provide electricity for the city where people live. However, a wind machine placed in 

the high altitude above the city can provide electricity depends on the theory, the wind that 

will be captured to provide electricity was called high altitude wind energy. Then range of 

high altitude wind energy in typically indicate at least above from the ground for 3 kilometers 

away, can be high more than 10  kilometers. Since the energy was be contained in this 

airflow can highly reached 100 times than the annual energy that was be needed in global. 

The jet stream arises because of solar radiation leads to the temperature difference between 

the tropics and the poles; the temperature difference leads to changes the air pressure, 

resulting to produce wind. The reason why the jet stream runs so fast because of the high 

altitude space was located far away from the ground which with temperature difference and 

almost not influenced by the friction. Thus, only very little energy is required to produce and 

maintain the airflow. 

 

But the reason why the scientists and renewable energy companies are interested in high 

altitude wind energy is more than that. The world's best abundant high altitude wind energy 

resource was located above the most densely populated areas-including the East Coast of 

North America and the coastline of China. The principle to harness high altitude wind energy 

to generate electricity is very simple, because of the distance was increased from the earth and 

the friction was be reduced with the earth, then the wind speed will be gradually increase. 

Each doubling increase of the wind speed, the energy it contains will be increase 8 times in 

theory. In the way so that the most stable and strong wind in the earth is exist in the 

troposphere at 4 to 10 kilometer above the ground, where the wind speed exceeds 100 

kilometers per hour, and also it better to forecast than the surface wind[4].  
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1.4 Wind speed changed with the altitude 

To evaluation the potential of a wind farm or measure the capacity for a pointed wind power, 

the most commonly used way is to calculate the wind power density. Wind power density 

[w/m²] is the wind power which the air flow in unit time to through a unit cross sectional area 

in vertically direction. The formula as the followed: 

 

W=½v³ρ [5] 

 

Where V is the wind speed, ρ is the air density. Wind speed is doubled then the wind power 

increased 8 times (standard air density is 1.225kg/m³, the air density highly in 6000m is about 

0.44kg/m³, only decreased about 1-fold), therefore from the above equation the capacity of 

wind power density is determined by wind speed which acted a decisive role. Next will use 

the table 1 to show the data collected from 119 radiosonde stations detected from 1980 to 

2006, include 12 isobaric surfaces and the average monthly wind speed data nearby the 

surface. And the figure 1 to show the trend for the wind speed changed by the increased 

altitude.  Analysis the different heights of the annual average wind speed of the climate 

characteristics. The result shows, in China, the wind speed will decreases with increasing 

height between 12000m and 16000m, but the wind speed will increase with the increasing 

height below 12000m. 

 

The average wind speed changed with the height in spring and autumn is similar as the annual 

average wind speed, but is obvious different for the vertical distribution in winter and summer. 

From the following, we can easy see that the available range of height altitude wind power we 

can harness is between ground and 12000m. Between the available range of high altitude 

wind power, the wind power density will increase followed by the increased wind speed, so 

the converted power P will be corresponding increase by the wind turbines. But at same time 

due to the change of seasons, the wind speed in the same level of high altitude wind power 

also will changed, therefore to reasonable and regular use the high altitude wind power is very 

necessary,  that can provide a very impressive renewable energy resource to human race. [6] 
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Table 1, Annual and seasonal mean wind speeds of varied altitude layers in China 

(Unit: m/s)(Table source Ren, G. (2009)) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1, Annual mean wind speeds at various heights in China (figure source: Ren, G. 

(2009)) 
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1.5 History and current situation of high altitude wind energy 

High altitude wind turbine history can be traced back in history to 1943. The first high 

altitude wind energy system was be invented and was used in the war, as a bomber/glider 

supported to fly by the silent battery-powered. Can capture wind energy then to use the wind 

energy converted to charge the battery, to provide the propulsion power.  

 

Then come into 1976, the concept that use of is to harness the lighter balloon than the air to 

capture the high altitude wind, the balloon with the wire tied on the fixed rotor, then to use the 

wind energy to turn the shaft to the unified direction of rotation, the shaft will produce 

mechanical energy and turn into electrical energy by the generator, next to transmitted the 

electricity to the power station via wire. Now widely be recognized kite gen system's earliest 

prototype was appeared between 1970 and 1980.  

 

After 1980, countries round the world at this stage outbreak an energy crisis due to the rapid 

economic development, at same time that caused the prices increase significantly such as 

fossil fuel. Therefore to avoid the situation like that happens again, the national government 

has substantial investment in renewable energy industry, in order to extenuate the energy 

crisis, so the high altitude wind energy has also been developed during this period.  

 

Since begin of new century, Europe and United States has developed rapid with generation 

technology and scientific technological achievements commercial operation in the field of 

High-altitude wind power. But the high-altitude wind energy technology has not yet been 

formed in a large-scale for application. Several companies are currently working on 

high-altitude wind energy in Europe and United states. Those companies and organization are 

speeding up the technology research process of High-altitude wind energy. Currently there 

have three main forms for high-altitude wind power [7].  
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1.5.1 Three different principle 

Principle 1 

The first kind form of high altitude wind power is to construct transmission equipment at high 

altitude place. This form will convert the wind energy into mechanical energy, and to deliver 

the mechanical energy back to the ground in directly, then to convert into electricity energy by 

the generator.  

 

The representative mode is the kite power plant in Italy.  This new wind power equipment 

despite has a lackluster appearance, but the generating capacity of this new equipment can be 

comparable with the nuclear power plant. In 2007, the Polytechnic university of Turin in Italy, 

in cooperation with a famous Automation company, plans to construct an experimental kite 

power station with the capacity of 20 kilowatt named KiteGen. The principle of the 

experimental kite power station is to harness the wind at the altitude from 500 meters to 800 

meters; the kite was effect by the wind, to make the dial like the merry-go-round, then to 

whirligig in the magnetic field to generate electricity.  

 

These kites are not the typical common style in the park, but similar to the type of kite 

Suring-light weight, super resistance, the maximum height can be reached to an altitude of 

2000 meters. The key technology of kite wind energy is the rotational movement of the kite. 

The rotational will drive the large alternator to produce electricity.  

 

The kite was controlled by the piezoelectric sensor device, a communication system and the 

intelligent control system, by connecting the cable to guarantee the rotor will to the rotational 

movement. Returned the data of sensor was collected into the computer can control the kite 

wing which attached on the dial. It’s similar to the control system of the aviation autopilot can 

make the flight mode be optimization, can let the kite flight day and night to produce the 

greatest current.  

 

The research team used aviation dynamics model and experimental calculation result showed, 
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when to produce the same electricity capacity, compared with the traditional wind power 

generation device tower, the device just need to covers an area only 1/50 than the former. The 

cost of power generation is even lower than the fossil fuel power generation in general. Once 

the experiment was succeeded, the company announce they will manufactured a carousel 

wheel with diameters with 1600 meters, and rotated at a speed with 15 revolutions per hour, 

the power generation capacity can up to one million kilowatts. This is a new energy 

revolution. 

 

High altitude kites system design to operate above 1000 meters high, tied the rest to the 

rotation axis of rotation which foundation on the ground. The generator wills produced 

electricity which the torque generated in the shaft from the wind was captured by kite. See the 

followed figure 2 of high altitude kites system (HAK), this system as ground-based power 

generation equipment is significantly different from the other proposed design. Other system 

must at a higher place with long distance transmission to produce electricity [7]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2, high altitude kites (figure source: Bronstein, M. G. (2011)) 
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Principle 2 

The second form is to construct a power station to generate electricity at the sky, then to 

transmit back the electricity power to the ground base by the cable.  

 

In 2007, a company from Canada has created a kind of power generation very unique. This 

company has exploited a machine similar like the balloon. Can harness the wind to generate 

electricity which up to the height at the altitude of 50 meters to 300 meters. 

 

Simply put, this is an air rotation system by electricity. From the figure 3 can see the model, it 

looks like a blimp, but this blimp cannot flight in a freeway which is filled with helium gas is 

lighter than air, so this kind of system just can stay at the height between 50 meter to 3000 

meters. Rise the blimp up to a highest point far away from the ground by the wire and also 

tied in the ground, in the center of the blimp has a big fan can be rotation by the wind. The 

rotational mechanical energy converted into electrical energy via the tied cable to transmitted 

back to the ground power station, then directly to transmit to the transformer, finally to charge 

the battery or input into the power network.  

 

This kind of tied turbine by wire is cheaper than the traditional tower turbine. It can harness 

wind to generate electricity no matter in the sky with height of 300 meters or the areas in the 

ground with a few winds. the maintenance of this kind of blimp also is very simple, the 

worker just need to press a button on the winch which was connected to the base then can 

make the blimp fell to the ground.  

 

Another kind of blimp generator system was called dirigible based rotor system which is 

more popular than former. But this system uses the same platform and also is the convenient 

as former. The model picture can see followed figure 4. 

 

Dirigible based rotor system is to harness the gas lighter than air to suspend the free rotor 

dirigible up between 400 meters the 1000 meters height. Entire bodies are arranged series of 

folds (inclination) external along the cylindrical to enable to capture the wind flow. Then to 
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make the rotor to rotate along the fixed shaft, with the rotation of the system, this torque will 

be transforming to electricity by adjacent generator, then the electricity will be transmitted 

back to the ground station by the mooring wire [7].  

 

 

Figure 3, Dirigible based rotor (figure source: Bronstein, M. G. (2011)) 
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Figure 4, Dirigible based rotor (resource: Google images) 

 

 

Principle 3 

The third form could be the most practical and the most promising one of high altitude wind 

power generation equipment was called Tethered rotorcrafts system. Tethered rotorcrafts 

(TRC) as composition by the light weight aircraft with four rotors, to connect the power 

station by the cable. Firstly the aircraft depend on the electricity which provide from the 

power station, fly up to a height (10000 meters), when to reach the height then to operate rely 

the rapid jet stream. In case the TRC across the rapid jet stream, alternating blades rotate will 

supply lift and power, then transmit the electricity back to the power station by the cable.  

 

Based on the features of the multi-axis flying platform, the electric motor is arranged 

vertically. Contrast the traditional wind turbines, in order to achieve the power generation’s 

maximum efficiency, the vast majority of the wind turbine blades all layout in horizontal 

direction.  

 

Through repeated research,  taking into consider characteristics of multi-axis flying platform 

and  the maximum efficiency for power generation, to innovative use the four motor as the 
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main driving force to support the platform up to a pointed height. When the whole flying 

platform is in operation, the flying platform should have an angle generally is 40°.  By use 

the variable pitch technology, can converted the flight propeller blades into the wind turbine 

blades and the motor into the generation, then to generate electricity. Meanwhile, maintain a 

constant elevation to obtain maximum power efficiency. When landing, by use the motor to 

maintain the landing momentum [7].  

 

 

Figure 3, Tethered rotorcrafts (figure source: Bronstein, M. G. (2011)) 

 

 

2. Method 

Once a research problem has been formulated, the outcome is mainly to collect the 

information and data to describe the study. Sum up, this project is all based on the literature 

review, it will be integrated again to show the overall value. Therefore this chapter will show 
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the research method was be used during study this project, which was collect from the 

literature review.   

 

2.1The purpose of the research 

have an over knowledge about the principle for the high altitude wind power plant, and then 

go detail in different way to describe this technology. 

2.2Data collection and analysis  

The secondary data used in this project were all provide by literature review. And those 

literature were some published book and scientific papers from the journal, also include some 

report, which are collect from: 

- Search service of IEEE 

-Search service of Google  

-Search service Discovery from Hig’s library  

 

The key words and phrased used are: 

-high altitude wind power 

-high altitude kite system 

-air rotor system 

-harness wind in high altitude 

-wind changed with increased altitude 

-sustainable development policy  

-materials used in wind power  

 

Generally, go through the other literature review which can support the topic, and get the 

discussion and conclusion by the theory which based on the research focus. In this study, the 

outcome will achieve the value for this project.  
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3. Result 

3.1The advantages and disadvantages for high altitude wind power 

Conventional wind power plants is always installation in rural where is a low electricity 

demand. Conventional wind power plants can’t be installation in the city where is need more 

electricity demands, that means need long-distance transmission to supply the electricity. But 

the high altitude wind power generation equipment can be freely arranged in the airspace if 

with the ordinance of no-fly, so that will not occupancy any lands, also will not impact the 

surrounding landscape.  

 

For the environment, the high altitude wind power does not like conventional wind power, 

will not make any noise to influence the around residents or wild animals because of the 

blades to rotation. Also the high altitude wind power doesn’t relate to fossil fuel, so will not 

produce carbon dioxide or other pollutants. And because wind itself does not contain any 

contaminants, therefore will not cause any environment pollution. The economic benefit of 

high altitude wind power has a high efficiency. That is a significant way to replace the fossil 

fuel to reduce the generation of toxic gases.  

 

Because of the high altitude wind power generation will operate in the high altitude airspace, 

so even if to set the whole system far away from over the city, and also has set up a 

commercial no-fly airspace ordinance, once the hurricanes and other natural disasters coming, 

it can resulting a series of flight accidents happened by the equipment crashed, that will bring 

dangerous to the people who live in the building and the wild animals surrounding the areas 

where nearby the flight crashed airspace. 

 

It is a very important problem should be noticed for the scientists who work in this filed. And 

the high altitude wind power generation equipment need to maintenance to ensure the safety 

when to flight and working, case the maintenance cycle is frequent, hence the cost of the 
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maintenance will relate increase [7].  

 

3.2 Costs and materials of high altitude wind power 

High altitude wind power technology is still facing the difficulties comes from the material 

technical, to reach the purpose of send the kite to the high altitude. The materials must use the 

ultra-light type, also to have the high strength, the feature of corrosion-resistant. The optional 

cable at same time needs to use the light materials, also need to has the feature with high 

strength and be resistant.  

 

Followed by the wind power generation growth of the stand-alone equipment, the stiffness of 

the blade is very important. The fatigue strength is a critical factor which will restricting the 

blades and design, the atmospheric turbulence will caused the blades flutter and the cyclic 

loading, that will lead to fatigue failure.  

 

Due to the current properties of the material cannot be completely satisfied the demand for the 

high altitude wind power generation device, the glass fiber composite performance have 

tended to limit. So therefore when to development the high-power high altitude wind power 

device and the better performance of rotor blade, to use the carbon fiber composite materials 

is imperative. 

 

News from the Energy Market Association, the wind power generators can be the national 

cheapest source of electricity, with the estimated the cost can be less than 2 cents per kilowatt. 

This price is only half price of coal [7].  

 

 

3.3 High altitude wind power generation with grid  

If the wind power generation turbine has a high capacity, or the wind speed is instability, the 
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grid may adversely be affected. Hence, the protection system of wind power generation 

should connected with the protection system of grid to form a completely protection system, 

then to reduce the negative impact for the grid. In addition, once the protection system of 

wind power generation accessed will increase the short circuit capacity for the whole system. 

This could exceed the limit for the grid protection device capacity. Therefore the scientists 

should to consider more when to determining the wind power generation installed capacity 

[8].  

 

3.4 The policy landscape and the economic significance 

For the high altitude wind power promotion, the United States government has announced 

they will strongly to support for the research and development for this field. For the relative 

funds, the U.S government has invested a total more than 300 billion U.S dollars of capital 

investment for the development and deployment for the renewable energy field, at same time 

also has subsidies for the related energy companies. Besides there has 100 million dollars was 

used for support the research and development for conventional wind power generation to 

stimulate the accelerated development of high altitude win power.  

 

In order to improve the power efficiency of the grid, then to solve the problem of lower 

productivity and  efficiency, the U.S government has make appropriate contributions. Like 

invested a lot of other renewable energy source, such as to increase the competitiveness of 

carbon capture and storage (CCS), and the technology of solar. That brings pressure to the 

high altitude wind power.  

 

However, in order to curb the greenhouse gas emissions then to control the global warming, 

the U.S senate has passed a motion called American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES). 

Depend on this motion, to construct an effective and firm legal provision then to control the 

energy trade and development. This motion has played a monitoring and promote role. 

Therefore, due to the advantage of zero carbon emissions for high altitude wind power and 
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while not subject by the excessive constraints legal provision, has become the favor for the 

high-tech companies. 

 

But because of the development of to construction high altitude wind power, there is not only 

need the ground to provide a large scale area land to build the ground base power station, but 

also need the related flight department to set up some of the no-fly airspace to ensure the 

security. So if not to issue the relevant policies, the promotion and usage of high altitude wind 

power can't have a good effective.  

 

The associated data has showed that the U.S government does not really invest directly into 

the high altitude wind power this filed. Due to the rapid development of other renewable 

energy sources, less attention from the official department and the lack of investment, those 

factors affect the subsequent development of high altitude wind power. Nevertheless, that 

does not disrupt the development of high altitude wind power generation, also the technology 

companies who were interested in this filed are stepping up their research and development 

speed [9].  

 

4. Discussion 

4.1Key technology problem of the high altitude wind 

power facing 

At present, the main representative wind farm of wind power has a large scale in international 

countries, and uses the ground wind generator which needs to take a lot of land to build the 

base. Although these wind farm are often building on the wasteland, desert and ocean, but still 

have make a negative impact on the ecological environment. Therefore, associated wind 

energy technology which is high altitude wind energy come into the public's vision.  
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To development the kite power generation technology, there have several uneasy to solved 

problem in the following.  

 

First is how to set the very big wind wheel flying into the air. We know that the capacity to 

capture the wind is proportional to the size of wind wheel, so to gain the huge wind power we 

must use the big wind wheel. But imagine what kind of the scene if to put a swept area of 

hundreds or even thousands of square meters of wind wheel in the sky, it’s difficult to imagine. 

Let the wind wheel can stay stable with the strong wind in the high altitude, the regular wind 

wheel to rotation is bound to have a opposite force of the wind direction to ensure the wind 

wheel can work stable, the tower type of wind energy equipment is to achieve this goal by to 

set the tower. But the kite while flying in the high altitude cannot rely on anything except 

itself. Therefore, to solve this supportive just can rely on the wind wheel itself, that is , when 

the wind wheel in rotation at the same also need a lift power to make itself then stay in the air, 

so as that can complete the process to capture the wind in the high altitude.  

 

The following problem is how to transmit the wind that was be captured , even if not to 

consider too much about how difficult to let the thousands of kilograms of power generation 

equipment stay stable in the high altitude with strong wind, it hard to do  just only from the 

point of view of energy transfer, but also due to the lightning voltage can sometimes reach 

million volts, how to ensure the tied wire just transfer the electricity energy from the 

generator, this is a very thorny issue not to transmit the lighting voltage.  

 

But related news reported, to put forward to let the traction wire of kite in reciprocating way, 

and make the kite which up at the high altitude to rotation in horizontal direction then to drive 

the dial on the ground to do conversion of the power, so after that can use the generation 

equipment which installed on the ground to produce electricity. But the biggest problem of 

this method is that also need to takes a lot of energy to completed during each reciprocating 

cycle when to capture the wind energy. 
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4.2The security technology of high altitude power 

system 

In the high altitude kite system, in addition to ensure the sensor device will not be blown 

away by the wind, but also need to notice that the control section include the  collision 

avoidance radar system, this system will issue the warning signals when something try to 

flying towards to this direction, like the oncoming helicopters, small aircraft and even a bird, 

after the collision avoidance radar system given the warning signals the whole kite system 

will readjust the direction of the kite’s navigation in few seconds, or recover the kite. At same 

time, to set the wind balancing device controlled by the computer where are in the hinge plate 

and the arm rod, to prevent the impact from the strong winds for the dial on the base [10].  

 

High altitude wind energy has abandoned the restricted fixed tower which was impact the 

existing wind energy nowadays by the height, to raise the major wind power generation 

equipment up to the high altitude or let the equipment floating, to take full use of the wind 

which was restricted by the height. The height of the major wind power plant can be adjusted 

anytime according to the situation, let the wind power equipment up in the air reached an 

optimum height to capture the random high wind power density of wind energy. Shrink the 

size of the stand-alone wind turbine, can increased the carrying capacity of the equipment in 

high wind environments [11]. 

 

Compared with the ground wind generation turbines, the dirigible generator is almost does 

not require additional land, therefore is more suitable for installation on the roof in the high 

building where has a high cost of land in the city, on the spot to use the high altitude wind 

power. That can reduce erected wire with the long distance, to avoid the energy loss during 

the long distance transmission in the grid. And also can relief the power shortage of the city. 

Of course, based on the features of dirigible based rotor generator system is easy to move, so 

the dirigible generator system also is particularly suitable for the agencies and regional who 

need the electricity power in temporary. For example, the field investigation team and the 
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expedition team can carry a small dirigible generator system to produce the electricity when 

to camping in the wild. For the Police Tactical Unit (PTU), the benefits of small dirigible 

generator system are obvious. For the temporary interruptions disaster area, this easy to install 

dirigible generator system can solve the pressing. For the remote areas where the grids are 

hard to reach, this kind of dirigible generator system can show the function.  

 

For the high altitude dirigible based rotor generator system, can to set up the sealing elastic 

balloon inside of the buoyant dirigible, with the plasticity by its shape, after inflated can be 

full of internal space of the entire buoyant dirigible.  This kind of sub warehouse structure 

can ensure when the individual balloon leak, but the whole buoyancy balloon can still 

continue to work to prevent the dirigible sudden fall. And the installation and the maintenance 

of the wind power equipment can be carried out on the ground mounted platform, that 

simplifies the installation procedures and equipment, also can avoid the intrusion of the 

hurricane destruction. The control technique need high requirements, is very complex and 

meticulous.  

 

Due to in many places have strong high altitude winds, therefore should be find an area of 

high altitude at least with the radius about 200 m and also should without commercial aircraft, 

those high altitude areas should be listed into the no-fly list. Once those wind power 

equipment raised up to a pointed height, those equipment can capture the wind significant by 

the manual control. Harness the global positioning system (GPS) can keep the high altitude 

wind power generator within few feet no matter the vertical or horizontal direction. About 

every month or so, the high altitude wind power generator will be taken back to the ground 

platform for maintenance and inspection. But there is one thing need to be very worth to 

notice that is not to setting the high altitude wind power generation equipment over the 

airspace up to the gas stations or some very dangerous chemical factories to avoid the risk of 

accidents for static electricity or the equipment crash. Compared with conventional wind 

power generation, the investment of high altitude wind power generation should to take is 

approximately 1/3～1/2 of traditional wind power generation, also have no equipment noise 

or the environment impacts. However, in the airspace of high altitude wind power equipment 
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were be setting absolutely need to be specified that is no-fly airspace [11].  

 

High altitude wind power generation equipment should be set in the airspace to avoid the bird 

migration route, to ensure that will not cause any ecological damage. Will not cased 

ecological imbalance, by use the high altitude wind power equipment. Guarantee the nature of 

clean energy. 

 

If in the high altitude airspace, the equipment happened any failure, the scientist should to set 

the relative appropriate security system in advance. Ensure when the equipment failure 

happened, the power transmission system connected with ground will be safe. And under the 

premise of electricity storage will not lost the electricity was being stored before. Moreover, 

after the ground control personnel have done the outages, the transmission system will not 

leak because of those electricity powers which didn't be transferred back timely. 

 

The high altitude wind power monitoring and control department should contact with the 

Meteorological Observatory predicted department constantly. Once the big natural disasters is 

coming, the high altitude wind power monitoring department should informative the control 

department to stop to use the low stability high altitude wind power generation equipments, or 

reinforcement the equipments which some can continue to work, to ensure the security of 

those equipment.  

 

Simultaneously, should to intensified experimental and development the high altitude wind 

power generation equipment which can continue be able to work and resistance if happened 

different natural disasters, to harness the high end detection and control equipment to ensure 

the security system [12]. 

 

High-altitude wind energy as a new energy with advantages of low-cost, zero carbon 

emissions and abundant resource, those features will promote the development of this 

technology continuously. This technology can be the potential solution for national energy 

demand. At same time reduce the demand from fossil fuel, such as oil and natural gas.  
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In the present design, the multiracial flight generation platform system (TRC) is the most 

likely one to achieve the design of the high altitude wind power [13]. However, if you want 

the popularity of this technology, need to solve a lot technical challenges; the progress 

depends on the advantage of scientific. As the one potential solution technology in the energy 

market, can provide plenty, low-cost, low-carbon electricity.  

 

But use the high-altitude wind energy in a large-scale also will have some problem. The 

climate expert point out that if use the upper level jet stream in a large-scale may impact the 

climate. Which reminds us it's necessary to consider be more comprehensive when to use the 

friendly renewable energy.  

 

The large scale to use fossil fuels has brought the greenhouse effect. Solar energy has brought 

the light pollution and the heavy metal pollution during to production the solar panels. So the 

high altitude wind power to be one kind of the wind power technology with high expected, if 

use the high altitude wind power in large scale with uncontrolled development, the relative 

climate problems will affect the development for this technology. That reminds us when to 

develop a better future, should be friendly and temperate to use renewable energy at same 

time [14]. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper reviews the current situation of high altitude wind power, analysis the wind speed 

at the altitude between ground and 16000 meters. In high altitude airspace have an abundant 

wind resource, more than the ground. The maximum wind speed was existed in this range. 

Therefore the technology of high altitude wind power should receive more attention and 

development. And a brief introduction to the latest research progress for high altitude wind 

power, focus on how the different type of high altitude wind power system works and the 

characteristics for each systems. During the research and development process, some key 

technical difficulties of high altitude wind power and a series of environment impact should 

be consider were all have been described. For this very impressive development prospects 
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project will certainly attract a lot of capital investments. And the materials can use the 

light-weight carbon fiber with high strength. Detection and control system are all have mature 

technology, while before the large meteorological disaster comes can rely on weather 

forecasting techniques to avoid accidents. The real difficulty is lack of the attention and 

intervention from various national governments, since the establishment of no-fly zone to set 

up air traffic control need to get the support from the government [15]. 

 

Such a strong and steady high altitude wind provide a huge renewable energy resource, after 

to solve the technical difficulties, the reasonable to harness high altitude wind power not only 

can end the long-term demands for fossil fuels, but also can protection the environment in 

maximum. 
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